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If you are choosing for your child to stay home of a Monday and Tuesday the following 

list of activities and resources are available to use:
Phonemic Awareness (Seesaw) Phonemic Awareness (Seesaw) Sight word: can (Seesaw)

Wushka – reading, comprehension and wri ting

Sound: /m/ as in mermaid (Seesaw)

Seesaw activi ty- Letter writing, beginning 

sound and words beginning with 'm'.

Handwriting- Letters m and t- worksheets

Sound: /d/ as in dog (Seesaw)

Seesaw activi ty- Words beginning with the 
'b' sound activi ty.

Handwriting- Letters d and i- worksheets

Seesaw sound activity- Build CVC words

Read the same story on Wushka and 
answer the comprehension questions and 

choose a writing activity to complete. 
(Seesaw)

Studyladder Sight word: for, dad (Seesaw) Sight word: on, at (Seesaw)

Health: Seesaw lesson with Mrs  

Richardson- How to be Safe on Country

Reading Eggs
Write a  sentence using a  verb(doing word) 

and a  noun (person/animal). Try and use an 
adjective or compound sentence too!

Read a  story on Wushka and answer 
the comprehension the quiz. (Seesaw)
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Studyladder
Board Games

Week Investigation: Addition

Number race game- Seesaw activity Power dot game- Seesaw activity
Seesaw- creative addition problem 
solving.
Play number race or power dot at home.
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The importance of being unique (Seesaw) I am Special (Seesaw)

Have a  picnic outdoors with your family and 

celebrate the 
world around you, including the love of 
your fami ly.
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Studyladder: Science (Earth and Space activities set) and Health (Safety activities set) Music: High and Low : Moving your body to 
Music (Seesaw)

History: Grandparent Interview (Seesaw)
Talk with a grandparent about food they 
ate when younger and how they celebrated 
special occasions. Share a meal 
together, eating foods from their culture. 
Take a photo and upload.

Science: Seasons (Seesaw)
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